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Effective XML: 50 Specific Ways to Improve Your XMLAddison Wesley, 2003
If you want to become a more effective XML developer, you need this book. You will learn which tools to use when in order to write legible, extensible, maintainable and robust XML code.

	
    How do you write DTDs that are independent of namespace prefixes? 

    
	
    ...
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Agility and Discipline Made Easy: Practices from OpenUP and RUP (Addison-Wesley Object Technology)Addison Wesley, 2006
In Agility and Discipline Made Easy, Rational Unified Process (RUP) and Open Unified Process (OpenUP) experts Per Kroll and Bruce MacIsaac share twenty well-defined best practices that you and your team can start adopting today to improve the agility, predictability, speed, and cost of software development.
Kroll and...
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Real-Time Design Patterns: Robust Scalable Architecture for Real-Time SystemsAddison Wesley, 2002
When creating real-time and embedded (RTE) systems, there is no  room for error. The nature of the final product demands that systems be  powerful, efficient, and highly reliable. The constraints of processor and  memory resources add to this challenge. Sophisticated developers rely on design  patterns—proven solutions to...
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Agile Project Management : Creating Innovative Products (Agile Software Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2004
Now, one of the field's leading experts brings together all the knowledge and resources you need to use APM in your next project. Jim Highsmith shows why APM should be in every manager's toolkit, thoroughly addressing the questions project managers raise about Agile approaches. He systematically introduces the five-phase APM...
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Essential .NET, Volume I: The Common Language RuntimeAddison Wesley, 2002
 "Don taught me stuff I didn't know about my own product! And I bet he'll teach you something, too."
—From the Foreword by James Miller, Lead Program Manager, Common Language Runtime, Microsoft Corporation

Essential .NET, Volume 1, provides everything developers need to take full...
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The Craft of System SecurityAddison Wesley, 2007
"I believe The Craft of System Security is one of the best software security books on the market today. It has not only breadth, but depth, covering topics ranging from cryptography, networking, and operating systems--to the Web, computer-human interaction, and how...
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Administrator's Guide to SQL Server 2005 (Microsoft Windows Server)Addison Wesley, 2006
The Complete, Practical, 100% Useful Guide for Every SQL Server 2005 DBA!
 

This book has one goal: to help database administrators and their managers run SQL Server 2005 with maximum efficiency, reliability, and performance. Renowned SQL Server expert Buck Woody covers...
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Discrete Mathematics (4th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2001

	Today an increasing proportion of the applications of mathematics involves discrete rather than continuous models. The main reason for this trend is the integration of the computer into more and more of modem society. This book is intended for a one-semester introductory course in discrete mathematics.


	Prerequisites Even though a...
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Developer Testing: Building Quality into Software (Addison-Wesley Signature Series (Cohn))Addison Wesley, 2016


	How do successful agile teams deliver bug-free, maintainable software—iteration after iteration? The answer is: By seamlessly combining development and testing. On such teams, the developers write testable code that enables them to verify it using various types of...
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The Art of Computer Programming: Volume 3: Sorting and Searching (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1998

	The bible of all fundamental algorithms and the work that taught many of today's software developers most of what they know about computer programming.


	 


	–Byte, September 1995
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Building Solutions with the Microsoft .NET Compact Framework: Architecture and Best Practices for Mobile DevelopmentAddison Wesley, 2003
Whether you are an architect, developer, or manager, Building Solutions with the Microsoft .NET Compact Framework is your guide to creating effective solutions for mobile devices with .NET. Authors Dan Fox and Jon Box walk you through four essential architectural concepts and programming...
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Extreme Programming Explained : Embrace Change (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2004
Whether you have a small team that is already closely aligned with your customers or a large team in a gigantic or multinational organization, you will find in these pages a wealth of ideas to challenge, inspire, and encourage you and your team members to substantially improve your software development.
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